in systemic functional linguistics tradition. The study reveals that NNS was more unsure towards the truth of the propositions he exchanged in the conversation compared to NS. In modalizing his propositions, NNS preferrecl using subjective orientation compared to NS who preferred judging something on behalf of others.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dealing with language, Halliday (in Eggins, 1994: 78) , i,i,,-, r: i",,1 t" I Interpersonal meaning, that is meaning about our role relationships with other people and our attitudes to each other, is more dominantly expressed in a casual conversation (Eggins and Slade, 1997: 49) . This is supported by the fact that the primary task of casual conversation is the negotiation of social identity and social relations. This casual conversation is driven by interpersonal, rather than ideational or textual meanings. At the clause level in the conversation, the major patterns which enact roles and roles relationships are those of mood and modality. The system of modality is schematizedby Matthiessen (1995: 497) A. Modalizltion Matthiessen (1995: 504) defines modalization as a type of modality which is used to assess the probability or usuality of a proposition. When we exchange infonnation we are arguing about whether something IS (positive polarity) or IS NOT (negative polarity). But these two poles of polarity are not the only possibilities. In between these two extremes there are a number of choices of degree of cerlainty, or of usuality. Halliday (in Eggins, 1994: 179) Data analysis was done by transcribing the conversation by referring to the transcription symbols as suggested by Eggins and Slade (1997) . The transcribed utterances were then divided into clauses from which the realizations of modality were identified and classif,red based on the Basic System of Modality as suggested by Matthiessen (1995 
